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ABSTRACT 
The city of Bordeaux, France, a historical port city that is protected by 
UNESCO World Heritage, has given birth to a revitalizing project on its 
riverfront. This project acts as a backbone in a network that links the 
downtown core together on many different levels, the most prominent ones 
being pedestrian and cyclist mobility. The ports on the left bank of the 
Garonne River have been redeveloped in order to give meaning to its space 
once again, and to attract residents towards the water. This paper explores 
the evolution of the ports in Bordeaux, and how it has become what it is 
today – a public space. Also, this paper explores how the space has 
impacted the residents of Bordeaux, and the city itself.   
 
 



INTRODUCTION 

For 4.5 kilometers along the riverfront on a strip of a maximum of 80 meters in width 

(City of Bordeaux, 2010), paralleling the Garonne river in the downtown area of 

Bordeaux, the ports have been redeveloped into a series of public spaces and gardens 

offering a versatile place for different activities. The spaces offer different options for 

mobility and emphasize on pedestrian and cyclist easy of travel (Corajoud, 2011). The 

site not only creates a public space along the inner ‘edge’ of the city, but it also connects 

to other public spaces in ways that increase connectivity in the city and consequently the 

social well being of the citizens in Bordeaux (Corajoud, 2011). 

 

The following text explores the history of the ports along the Garonne River in downtown 

Bordeaux, leading up to what we can find there today. The text also explores the ports’ 

impact on the residents of Bordeaux and the city itself, which in turn explores 

connectivity on many different connector levels – nodes and corridors, pedestrian 

circulation, cyclist circulation, public transportation circulation, automobile circulation, 

and circulation affected by morphology.  

 

The main goal is to discover whether or not this public space has truly connected 

Bordeaux on different levels in a positive way.  

 



 

Figure 1: Context Map – Bordeaux is the 6th largest urban city in France (City of 
Bordeaux, 2010). The nearest large urban city is Toulouse. 

 

 

 

 

RESEARCH QUESTION 

How does the port space redevelopment project in Bordeaux ameliorate the riverfront 

area in relation to connectivity with neighboring public spaces and modes of 

transportation?  

 

 

 

 



METHODOLOGY 

Since this redevelopment project was completed recently (2009), there are no published 

works on it in particular thus far. Therefore, I was forced to divert my research into the 

following areas: 

 

a) Interviewing the landscape architect, Michel Corajoud. 

b) Interviewing a City of Bordeaux urban planner, Nicolas Michelin. 

c) Interviewing 3 residents from Bordeaux concerning their experience with the site, 

and other public spaces in the city. 

d) Gathering basic site inventory and city inventory from the City of Bordeaux 

website and from the Institut Geographique National – the official French 

statistics and geographical source. 

e) Gathering site information from journal articles. 

f) Gathering general relatable information (such as information on port cities) from 

published, peer reviewed journals, essays and course readings. 

 

I then used these different layers of information in order to make my own connections 

and draw my own conclusions.   

 

 

 

 

 



PORT CITY EVOLUTION 

 

Many sources describe a port city to be a location abutting a body of water with ports 

where ships can dock, however it is important to note that a port city continues to be 

named as such even when it is not primarily being used for ship activity. This is mainly 

due to the fact that today’s ‘port cities’ have a lot of history involved in their past, which 

affects the way the city grows and changes over time (Ducruet, 2006; Figure 2). This 

mother impact stays with the city even after the city has no need for the original use. In 

Bordeaux, the ports essentially gave birth to the city. Bordeaux is a port city in the 

Aquitaine region of France. With the Garonne River pointing into the eastern coast of the 

country from the Atlantic Ocean, the city became a great location to import and export 

people and goods from its birth until the 17th century (City of Bordeaux, 2010). It is clear 

that the ports were being used as ports up until the 1900s, however during the 1900s the 

ports finally fully became hard industrial zones. There was no longer a prominent need to 

import and export goods by water, and the ports became a work-where-you-live kind of 

place. Over the 18th century the industries relocated to the outskirts of the urban area of 

Bordeaux, and by the year 2000 the face of the ports were covered in brownfields – 

mainly abandoned industrial sites and parking lots (Michelin, 2011). The two main 

elements of Bordeaux – the river and the city – became separated by a meaningless place 

– that is, a place with no opportunity for place attachment. At this point in time many 

people have relocated to the inside of the city, further away from the river, to live, work 

and play (Cabelguen, 2011).  



 
Figure 2: Port city function change over time. 

 
 

What changed between 2005 and 2009 was an effort to revitalize this space in a way that 

brings people back to the riverfront, and that connects people with the rest of the city on 

different levels. The planners consciously tried to link the public spaces along the 

riverfront with the other public spaces within the city. With this new and revitalized 

4.5km strip along the Garonne River in the heart of downtown Bordeaux, people are now 

invited to revisit the waterfront in a new way and are able to create their very own 

meanings and place attachment through the experiences that they have there. 

 

Where the site was once used for global connectivity, it is now used for city connectivity. 

Where the site was once used for the gathering of people for import, export, and markets, 

the site is now used for the gathering of people for passive and active leisure. The site 

respects its historical use in a way that accommodates modern needs (Vidler, 1978; 

Hedman, 1984). 



RECLAIMING THE LOST MEANING THROUGH PHYSICAL OPPORTUNITY 

 

It is difficult to bring landscape urbanism back into the urban city. Landscape architecture 

used to be classical and embedded with the natural development of a place as a gathering 

spot or to “get away from the common” (Yu, 2007). However the industrial era and the 

urban boom in the 18th century has made it difficult to bring back the natural 

environments. Landscape architecture has become a structured process intertwined with 

urban planning, which is different than “just creating parks” (Yu, 2007). Developed 

environments take away from the original natural milieu it once was. Therefore, trying to 

make room for a park or a tree is a challenge because this requires reversing the process. 

Pulling in natural elements becomes a matter of city vs. landscape. However, “landscape 

urbanism aims and claims to engage with the city as an ecology, as a problem of 

interrelations and dynamic surfaces and wholes” (Read, 2007). 

 

In this case, Corajoud was commissioned to revitalize an area that was cleared-out for the 

intentional purpose of creating a series of public spaces (Figure 3). As explained in the 

previous section, by the 19th century this space no longer had any meaning, and was 

solely used for the function of vehicular parking in certain areas along the riverfront. On 

one hand, the city was very unlucky for a period of time because the riverfront was an 

abandoned site that everyone tried to avoid. But on the other hand, the city became very 

lucky indeed because the urban planners noticed the immense opportunity they had at 

hand - a 4.5km strip of riverfront space. There was no need to alter the city destructively 



in order to make room for more public space – an abandoned space made room for a new 

one. 

 

In 2005, the riverfront had very little to no sense of place. By redeveloping the riverfront 

in downtown Bordeaux into a series of public spaces, the site now has 3 strong place-

making elements at hand: 

1. PHYSICAL: Parks (passive & active). 

2. ACTIVITY: Walking, cycling, sports, commuting, passive, etc. 

3. MEANING: Personal place-attachment. 

 
 FUNCTION 

A              ! 
FUNCTION 
B              ! 

FUNCTION 
C             ! 

FUNCTION 
D 

1700s-1800s Port City  

1900s Ports are used for 
minor import and 
export only since 
the main function 
is now industrial. 

Industrial 
Zone 

 

2000 Ports are no longer 
used for any 
import and export 
ship activity. 

Industrial sites are 
now abandoned, 
and have moved to 
the urban 
periphery, defacing 
the riverfront. 

Parking & 
Abandoned 
Sites 

 

2009 The term “port 
city” is now a 
historical term to 
represent the city’s 
origins. 

Industrial era no 
longer has any 
impact on the site. 

All surface parking 
has been removed, 
and all abandoned 
sites have been 
cleaned up. The 
whole strip has 
been replaced with 
a progressive 
4.5km public 
space.  

Public 
Spaces 

Table 1: Bordeaux’s port change in function over time. 

 

 



IMPACTS ON THE CITY AND ITS PEOPLE 

When the idea for the public space strip was implemented, it affected its surroundings in 

4 main ways. The first has to do with how it comes in to play with city planning, city 

goals, and city connectivity. The second is how it affects the people who live in 

Bordeaux. The third is how it affects the city itself. Lastly, the fourth is how it changed in 

comparison to its previous state in 2005. The following four subsections outline these 

four impacts in detail… 

 

THE BIGGER PICTURE 

The creation of the public spaces on the left bank of the Garonne River is only one 

segment of a large-scale urban repair project that the city has been enforcing and working 

on for 12 years (City of Bordeaux, 2010). The large-scale project has several goals 

including “to privilege quality of life” (City of Bordeaux, 2010). They have been doing 

this by creating value in heritage, creating green spaces, reorganizing journeys, 

multiplying entertainment and services within close proximity, improving cleanliness and 

tranquility, and prioritizing pedestrian and cyclist mobility over vehicular traffic 

(Michelin, 2011).  

 

Figure 3 illustrates the effort to connect the city on a multitude of levels. Michelin says 

that the connectivity is achieved by firstly locating all the most important nodes, and 

ensuring that the negative space in between act as corridors. For example, the Rue1 

Sainte-Catherine between nodal Place de la Victoire and the Quinconces is one of the  

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

1 – “Rue” is French for “Street”. 



most frequented streets in the whole city. Most of the popular and successful shops in 

Bordeaux face this street – and cars cannot pass through. This streets’ proximity is 

approximately 400m away from the ports and also runs roughly in the parallel direction. 

Any nodes East of Rue Sainte-Catherine connect with it through important corridors. In 

turn, either a tramline or bus line frequents all the important corridors as a minimum in 

order to easily connect people by vehicle. These streets are also all very pedestrian and 

cyclist oriented except for Cours2 Victor-Hugo, which is additionally highly frequented 

by personal vehicles. When the multitude of modes of transportation intersect as such 

(Figure 4), connectivity is increased. 

 
Figure 3: Multimodal connectivity map of downtown Bordeaux. 

 
 

      2 – “Cours” is French for “Street” but that extends from an etoile such as Place de la Victoire. 



 

 

Figure 4: Conceptual cross-section – multimodal links between the riverfront building 
façade and the river.  

 

The path of a person’s movement can be seen as a perceptual line that links spaces 

together. Since we move in time through a sequence of spaces, we experience a space in 

relation to where we’ve been and where we anticipate going (Ching, 2007). Circulation 

affects our perception of forms and spaces (Ching, 2007). Figure 5 illustrates how people 

actually circulate through these streets and use way-finding to ‘find’ the ports. Nodes are 

regarded as destinations, which make them static, circulatory speaking. In the city, the 

buildings define and frame the open or negative space (Ching, 2007). If the end of a long, 

narrow field is open, the space will encourage movement and induce progression or 

sequence of events (Ching, 2007). This is why people feel the need to continue 

circulating through the narrow streets of Bordeaux – there are very few places like a fina 

in Islamic countries, where the sides of the streets near the buildings are static, and the 

middle of the street is progressive (Hakim, 2007). Even though the figure-ground 

diagram in Figure 5 represents only the superficies of the area, the lines, shapes and 



complexities that we cannot see actually extend through each other and lead down 

towards the river (Torres, 2007). Once on the ports, the open space defines its own space, 

where the side of the long field is open to the river and the space becomes subdivided 

into several zones (see site plan). This forms a linear organization that creates 

progressiveness along the riverfront.   

 
Figure 5: Circulation – The Approach. Depicting Cours d’Alsace Lorraine between the 

nodal Cathedrale Saint-Andre and the ports.  
 

IMPACTS ON RESIDENTS 

When development on the ports began in 2005, people were instantly intrigued. Corajoud 

describes how the people of Bordeaux were already visiting the riverfront as soon as 

areas were being cleared of parking lots and industrial sites (Corajoud, 2011). This is 

because people are naturally drawn to water, he says. Water represents life. Also, the 

riverfront in Bordeaux in particular is truly a breath of fresh air compared to the tightly 



knit, historic morphology in the other direction. “There aren’t enough trees and there isn’t 

enough park space in Bordeaux. When the ports were completed, we finally acquired a 

large open space to spend time in” says Pierre, a 23 year old full time resident of 

downtown Bordeaux. “Sometimes at night, my friends and I will meet there and hang out 

before deciding where we want to go. I also use the space to jog during the daytime. 

Before the Sports Park was created, we didn’t have anywhere else to do sports,“ says 

Simon, a 22 year old full time resident of downtown Bordeaux. “It has totally changed 

the whole city. “I realized that 10 years ago, everyone always used to spend time tucked 

away, deep inside the city, away from the river. But now we are always drawn towards 

the ports. We visit it by bicycle, by foot, and we live there. We sense that there is a 

mixing and a unity that we have never sensed before. The bordelais never went to the 

ports before because it was known to be an unpleasant, deserted place which we would 

never set foot in. But now we can find everyone we know there” says Claire, a 45 year 

old full time professional worker from Bordeaux.  

Corajoud designed the public spaces with parks because he wanted to remind people of 

the countryside. “People always say that the countryside is disappearing, and they talk 

about it as if it is completely out of reach. So I brought in elements from the countryside 

and incorporated them into the design of the parks in order to remind the people that the 

countryside is still there and that we can still have it here, in the heart of the city.” 

 

 

 

 



IMPACTS ON THE CITY 

Before the redevelopment, the Bordeaux had two mother elements: the city and the river. 

The two were completely separated before 2009, however they became linked once again 

with the redeveloped riverfront (Figure 6). 

 
Figure 6: Two entities are linked once again with a new, common space.  

 
 

With the people of Bordeaux now spending considerably more time along the riverfront 

area, businesses are considering moving towards the ports. If we were to take a look at a 

land use map of the buildings facing the riverfront, they would all be labeled the same 

way – residential. I asked the people I interviewed if this seems to be an obvious problem 

with the ports, and they said no. I asked Pierre what he would do if he were spending 

time at the ports and wanted to buy lunch. He said, “you can find many shops and 

restaurants within a 5 minute walking distance from any point on the ports, so it doesn’t 

feel like an impediment not having amenities directly facing the riverfront.” However, 



Michelin is convinced that businesses will follow – it is just a matter of time. He says, “If 

nothing else will convince shop owners, then the new tram line along the riverfront will. 

No one will argue that a successful tramline is not an obvious sign of a good place to 

locate a business. Also, everyone knows that people are now spending a lot of time on the 

ports. Any shop opening along the riverfront will be successful because there is a lot of 

pedestrian, cyclist, and tramline traffic.” 

 

THE SITE DETAILS 

There are many reasons why the site works in a micro level as well as a macro level.  

Planes 

Different planes define different volumes of space… 

1 – Base Plane 
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2 – Elevated Base Plane 

 

 

 

3 – Depressed Base Plane 
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4 – Overhead Plane 

 

 

Circulation 

Here is how circulation in the ports works… 

2 – Entrance 
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3 – Configuration of the Path 
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4 – Form of the Circulation Space 
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CONCLUSION 

The redevelopment of the public spaces on the left bank of the Garonne River in 

downtown Bordeaux has given the city something it was missing – more open space and 

green space. But this is not a simple, one layer project. The site is part of a citywide plan 

to connect its inhabitants on several levels in order to increase quality of life. The 

functions and meanings that were once lost on the ports of Bordeaux are now replaced 

with new functions and meanings that cater to modern needs. The site did not impede on 

the history and traditions of the city either – rather, it added a highlight onto its 

birthplace. I believe that this public space cherishes its original functions and uses by 

recreating it into a successful, modern space. The city once fully relied on its ports for its 

economical survival – it now relies on its ports for its physical and social well-being.  
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